
Brooklyn Bridge is definitely one of the best shows I have seen grace the Town 
Hall stage. It is filled with interesting characters that charm the audience, and the quirks 
each actor brings to their part makes the show that much more enjoyable. This story of 
a young girl of Russian ancestry born in Brooklyn, New York, is sweet and touching. As 
the story plays out, we keep meeting new and lovable characters. Whether they have 
an accent, something in their step, or some other unique thing they do, the main 
characters are always relatable, and you can’t help but fall in love with them. 
 

There are some secondary characters introduced in the show that were hard for 
me to understand at first and it wasn’t clear what they added to the play.  It took awhile 
for me to figure out their connection to the play. However, once I figured it out, they only 
made the play that much more clever. (I believe that they might have represented the 
inner indecisiveness of Sasha herself.) 
 

Each actor is able to represent their character in the best way possible. I looked 
forward to meeting all of the new characters and each time they came out on the stage 
they brought smiles to my face. Each character represents people you could actually 
meet in real life; they are relatable and you can feel their struggles and happiness in 
their own life. 
 

While the characters are one of the most enjoyable parts of the show, the set 
pieces are genius -- and it is clever how the director uses cast members to represent 
animals, or clearly shows them in a set change. The action is not limited to the stage; 
characters and set pieces reach into the house and make the audience feel fully 
immersed in the whole show. 
 

This show is amazing and wonderful. It is definitely one of the best shows I have 
seen and it left me beaming. I applauded with a heart full of joy, for all of the actors do a 
perfect job of bringing out their characters. The director clearly did a fantastic job and it 
showed as soon as the lights dimmed.  





 




